
Transportable scooters

Your new route to independence

Rascal Veo Sport

Exclusive 

All-r
ound suspension
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Main Features:

A                         Exclusive
Car transportable
All-round suspension
Stylish sports seat
Dual compound puncture proof tyres
Comfortable delta tiller
Rear safety reflectors
Colours in latest high-tech, two-tone
matt finishes
Optional upgrade - front lighting system
Also available with pneumatic tyres
Now available with lightweight 
14Ah battery pack

Rascal Veo Sport

Rascal Veo Sport Specification:

Type Class
Overall length
Overall width
Floor to seat height
Seat width
Seat depth
Maximum carrying capacity
Battery voltage and capacity
Maximum speed
Ground clearance
Maximum kerb height
Range*- lightweight battery pack (14Ah)

Range*- standard battery pack (22Ah)

The maximum safe slope
Turn-around width
Colour

B / 2
108cm / 42.5’’
60cm / 23.6’’
47-49cm (min-max)
45.7cm / 18’’
40.6cm / 16’’
129.2kgs / 20 stone
12V / 22Ah or 14Ah x 2
6.4km/h / 4mph
6cm / 2.3’’
5cm / 2’’
up to 18.5km / 11.5 miles
up to 21km / 13.5 miles
8°
1.40m / 4’6’’
Aquamarine / Platinum Grey

*Range on full charge and flat ground.

Rascal Veo Sport Profile:

It's all about the drive.  
The Veo Sport is fully loaded with features. A modern, sporty design with class leading 
all-round suspension. With 22Ah batteries, a superb capacity for a scooter of its size, 
affording a range of up to 13.5 miles. A padded delta tiller and luxury seat, detailed with 
unique white accent stitching, the Veo Sport is a real pleasure to ride. The Veo Sport's 
easy and robust take apart mechanism allows you to store or drive away with it in the 
boot of your car, so it is very practical yet with its distinctive looks, exclusive all-round 
suspension, this is the travel scooter with the edge!
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